ANNO SCOLASTICO 2017-2018
PROGRAMMA DI INGLESE SVOLTO
CLASSE 3G

Lingua inglese
Libro di testo: Ready for First, Macmillan

Contenuti svolti:

UNIT 1: Lifestyle
Grammar: Habitual behaviour, tend to, used to/would, be/get used to, frequency adverbs
Vocabulary: lifestyle, use of get (expression and meanings), clothes, transformations.
Functions: talking about jobs/photos, writing an informal letter

UNIT 2: High energy
Grammar: indirect questions, gerunds, infinitives
Vocabulary: music, sports, affixes, suffixes and prefixes, word formation
Functions: talking about individual and team sports/ different forms of entertainment

UNIT 3: A change for the better
Grammar: comparisons, comparatives, superlatives and articles
Vocabulary: technology, robotics, word formation
Functions: talking about how technology changed our lives, how to detox from tech addiction

UNIT 4: A good story
Grammar: adjectives ending in ing and ed, revision of the past tenses, so and such
Vocabulary: anything dealing with the production of a film, use of take, expressions and phrasal verbs, word formation, transformations
Functions: talking about photos

UNIT 5: Doing what you have to
Grammar: obligation, necessity, permission, noun phrases, -en suffix
Vocabulary: the world of work, open cloze, word formation, multiple-choice cloze, transformations
Functions: talking about photos

UNIT 6: Relative relationships
Grammar: defining/non-defining relative clauses, causative passive with get and have
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs, describing people, multiple choice cloze, open cloze, transformations
Functions: describing appearance
Letteratura inglese

Libro di testo: Amazing minds, Pearson Longman

Contenuti svolti:
From the origins to the end of Middle Ages
Historical and social background
Celtic and Roman Britain, Public Bath
Anglo-Saxon Britain
Norman England

Literary background
The Anglo-Saxon Age: Prose and Poetry
Religious Drama

After the Norman conquest
Minstrels, knights and pilgrims
Stories of kings and kingdoms
Religious and Allegorical plays
King Arthur

Epic Poem, Beowulf
Beowulf’s funeral

Back to the Anglo-Saxon Age

The Medieval ballad, Lord Randal

Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales
The General Prologue
The wife of Bath
Being pilgrims nowadays
Comparing perspectives: Chaucer and Boccaccio

Cultural Landmarks: Canterbury Cathedral

John Ball speech, democracy today
Robin Hood, analysis of Robin’s speech (2010 movie)
Comparison between Robin Hood’s speech with John Ball’s one

Drama
Everyman
Death’s call

Critical perspectives: Umberto Eco on the Middle Ages
The fascination of the Middle Ages: Harry Potter

Critical analysis, Shakespeare: the Merchant of Venice

I rappresentanti di classe

L’insegnante
COMPITI PER LE VACANZE

CLASSE 3G
INGLESE
Prof. BENNARDO

Lettura del libro TASTE AND OTHER TALES by Roald Dahl

Training for successful INVALSI: Listening comprehension fino alla prova 6
Reading comprehension fino alla prova 8
Language in use fino alla prova 8

Milano, 8 giugno 2018